Meeting convened at: 12:05 p.m.

Approval of minutes for December 1, 2014: M/S/P: 7/0/0 [Minutes: 12.1.14 Minutes]

Discussion AOLTF activities held at the CBA retreat. Suggestions made to revise the type of AOLTF activities held the CBA retreats such that communication among CBA faculty is enhanced. In addition, and towards the same goal of enhance communication among CBA faculty, a suggestions is made to publish an AOLTF news letter to disseminate AOLTF news to CBA faculty.

Review of CSR goal and objective. Suggestions made for CBA UCC to discuss the CSR goal and objective with the instructors of the CBA core courses.

Discussion of curriculum integration efforts.

Next meeting set to be held in two weeks.

Meeting Adjourned at: 12:58 p.m.

Respectfully submitted by

Kareem M. Shabana